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Abstract: Ongoing research has shown that emoji can be used by children to discriminate food
products, but it is unclear if they express emotions and how they are linked to emotional words.
Little is known about how children interpret emoji in terms of their emotional meaning in the context
of food. This study aimed at investigating the emotional meaning of emoji used to describe food
experiences in 9–13-year-old pre-adolescents and to measure related age and gender differences.
The meaning of 46 emoji used to describe food experience was explored by: mapping emoji according
to similarities and differences in their emotional meaning using the projective mapping technique,
and linking emoji with emotion words using a check-all-that-apply (CATA) format. The two tasks gave
consistent results and showed that emoji were discriminated along the valence (positive vs. negative)
and power (dominant vs. submissive) dimension, and to a lower extent along the arousal dimension
(high vs. low activation). In general, negative emoji had more distinct meanings than positive emoji in
both studies, but differences in nuances of meaning were found also among positive emoji. Girls and
older pre-adolescents (12–13 years old (y.o.)) discriminated positive emoji slightly better than boys
and younger pre-adolescents (9–11 y.o.). This suggests that girls and older pre-adolescents may be
higher in emotional granularity (the ability to experience and discriminate emotions), particularly of
positive emotions. The results of the present work can be used for the development of an emoji-based
tool to measure emotions elicited by foods in pre-adolescents.
Keywords: pre-adolescents; emotions; arousal; power; emoji; food; projective mapping;
emotion words
1. Introduction
Investigating children’s food preferences is important as they shape their eating behaviors,
which can track into adulthood [1–3]. This requires age-appropriate and engaging tools [4], as children
differ from adults in many aspects [5].
Consumer testing with children has mainly focused on hedonic measurements (acceptability
of food products [4]). However, emotion measurements (how they feel about food products) have
been shown to provide additional information beyond liking measurements that can help to better
understand food experiences [6,7]. Only a small body of research has assessed food-elicited emotions
with children ranging from 7–13 years [8–13]. These studies recognized the advantage of using emoji to
measure food-elicited emotions, which are intuitive, easy-to-use and child-friendly. Emoji are supposed
to simulate facial expressions that convey specific emotions or other situational meanings [14] that are
language-independent indicators of emotions [15] and can help to elicit spontaneous expressions of
emotional experiences elicited by foods [16].
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Previous studies have selected emoji based on preliminary studies with children (e.g., using focus
groups [10] or check-all-that-apply (CATA) [13]) or with adults (e.g., Schouteten et al. 2019). Although
emoji were found to be able to discriminate between food products in children [9,12], little is known
about how children interpret emoji in terms of their emotional meaning in the context of food.
An in-depth exploration of the meaning of emoji can contribute to understanding what is
measured—if emotions or broader dimensions of product experience are measured, and if children
agree in how they interpret the meaning of emoji. Research conducted with adults show a limited
shared agreement in the meaning of emoji [17]. Intensive research by Jaeger, Ares and colleagues [18,19]
on the meaning of 33 facial emoji found that there are emoji strongly associated with one emotion word,
emoji that are associated with several but related emotions/moods and emoji that are associated with
different moods and emotions, indicating multiple and unrelated meanings. Brants et al. [20] found a
high agreement in the meaning for some emoji, such as pouting face (
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2.4. Procedures 
The experimental setups of the projective mapping and CATA task are shown in Figure 2a,b.  
 
Figure 2. Examples (screenshots from the software Compusense Cloud) from Study 1—Projective 
Mapping of 46 emoji (a) and Study 2—CATA Questionnaire: 46 emoji described by emotion words 
(b). 
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associated with different moods and emotions, indicating multiple and unrelated meanings. Brants 
et al. [20] found a high agreement in the meaning for some emoji, such as pouting face ( ), crying face 
, face with open mouth , neutral face  and face with tears of joy  that were associated with 
a unique emotional meaning indicating respectively “anger,” “sadness,” “surprise,” “neutral” and 
“joy.” Interpretations of other emoji were found to depend on age or gender. 
Research conducted with adults indicated that emoji differ in their affective meaning, spanning 
broad ranges in core valence and arousal [19,21]. Valence and arousal dimensions have been 
identified as two fundamental dimensions of meaning of core affect, and thus of emotions [22]. 
Valence refers to the differentiation between pleasant or unpleasant, while arousal refers to the level 
of physiological activation (high/low) [22]. Emotions are much more complex than valence and 
arousal, but emerge from the interaction of more basic mechanisms; valence and arousal are emergent 
properties of more basic processes [23]. Valence has been indicated as the basic building block that 
characterizes every emotion and that everybody is able to perceive [24], while the perception of 
arousal depends on the emotional granularity of the person experiencing an emotion. In fact, people 
differ in their ability to discriminate emotions based on activation. For example, individuals with low 
emotional granularity use more global terms when expressing their feelings and use the terms “sad” 
and “angry” interchangeably as a general expression of unpleasant feelings. In contrast, individuals 
with high emotional granularity make clearer distinctions between the terms that go beyond the 
description of an unpleasant feeling [24]. 
Furthermore, research demonstrated the existence of a “power” dimension when studying the 
meaning of emotions [25]. The power dimension is defined by an opposition between control and 
lack of control of the situation, potency/strength vs. weakness and dominance vs. submissiveness: 
higher levels imply that the person has power over the situation and the people in the situation. For 
this reason, this dimension is different from arousal and can distinguish emotions characterized by 
similar arousal level, such as fear (low in power) and anger (high in power) that are both high in 
arousal (see Figure 1). 
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The ability to discriminate among emotions increases gradually with age, meaning that
children’s emotion categories are quite broad and become more distinct during preschool years [26].
Age differences have been demonstrated in valence- and arousal ratings of emotion words in French
children aged 7–13 years, where younger children (aged 7–9) gave higher mean valence- and arousal
ratings compared to older children; moreover, the tendency to judge words positively (i.e., positive
bias) decreased with age [27]. As we know that emotion vocabulary gradually becomes more stable
and differentiated during middle childhood [28] and it is likely that some children are more limited in
making fine distinctions between emotions, simplified questionnaires using emoji were suggested for
evaluating emotions elicited by food products in this age group [29].
Furthermore, emotion expression can differ by gender in adults [30], but also in children [31].
Females have been shown to be more accurate than males in judging the emotional meaning of facial
expressions [32] and to give higher valence and arousal ratings [33]. Gender differences were also found
in studies investigating the interpretation of emoji [20] and in the selection of specific food-related
emoji in pre-adolescents [13]. Women evaluated emoji as clearer and more meaningful and familiar [21]
and gave higher overall positive ratings when assessing the valence of emoji [34]. They were also
shown to be more familiar with emoji and to use them more frequently compared to men [21,34,35].
However, other studies did not report gender differences in the interpretation of emoji when using
emoji questionnaires [36].
Hence, age- and gender differences in the meaning of emoji (including valence- and arousal
dimensions) need to be further investigated as previous research shows controversial findings, leading to
a further research question: Do gender and age influence how emoji are interpreted by pre-adolescents?
Semantic theories highlighted two perspectives on meaning: a differential dimension of meaning
(intra-semiotic), defined by the inter-relationship of an object with other similar objects, and a cognitive
dimension of meaning, which refers to the relationship with concepts [37]. This study aims at
investigating the emotional meaning of food-related emoji in 9–13-year-old pre-adolescents. With the
aim of covering both aspects of meaning we conducted two studies applying 1) a similarity-based
method (projective mapping) to detect the meaning defined in the interrelationship between emoji
(differential dimension meaning), and 2) a descriptive method (CATA) to investigate the association of
emoji with words (cognitive/conceptual dimension of meaning).
In projective mapping, stimuli with different characteristics are mapped according to their
similarities and differences. A set of stimuli is presented simultaneously and the respondent is asked
to evaluate the stimulus and then position all stimuli on a two-dimensional space according to the
similarities and differences between the stimuli [38]. This technique was widely used to describe food
products [38,39] and could also be helpful when exploring similarities and differences of emoji because
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the respondent does not have to think about specific emotion words to describe each emoji. Additionally,
it could give insights about their valence- and arousal dimensions or even other informative dimensions
to uncover the meaning of emoji. Projective mapping has been previously used with children between 4
and 11 years to evaluate different food products and found to be appropriate for this age group because
of its intuitive nature and suitability with untrained subjects [4,40,41]. This technique has never been
applied before to determine similarities and differences of meanings of emoji in pre-adolescents or
in adults.
The CATA approach was successfully used with adults to investigate the dominant meaning of
emoji [18,19]. With pre-adolescents it has been used previously in connection with emoji to evaluate
emotional experiences of food products [8,9,12], but not yet to understand their meaning.
Moreover, a further aim of the study was to measure age- and gender differences in the emotional
meaning of food-related emoji.
2. Methods
The meaning of emoji was investigating using two different approaches, to cover two dimensions
of meaning: differential (intra-semiotic) (study 1) and cognitive/conceptual (study 2).
2.1. Participants
A total of 254 children were recruited from three schools attending primary and secondary classes
in the Florence area, Italy. 162 children participated in study 1 ((46% boys, aged 9–13 (M = 11, SD = 1.7,
in both gender groups), whereas 92 participated in study 2 (57% boys) aged 11–13 (M = 12, SD = 0.3,
in both gender groups).
Only children who returned a signed consent form from their parents and who agreed to
voluntarily participate in the study by signing their own consent form were allowed to participate.
There were no other exclusion criteria as no child should feel excluded from the study. Recruitment
criteria and data treatment were planned in accordance to the General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR) 2016/679 and the principles of the Declaration of Helsinki. The protocol of the study was
approved by the Ethical Committee of the University of Florence, Italy.
2.2. Data Collection
For both studies, testing took place in the regular classrooms of the schools. The tests lasted
approximately one hour and were conducted during school time between 8AM and 3PM. The children
sat in their normal seating order, either in rows or in groups of 2–6 seats. Children were given a tablet
(Acer Iconia One 10, Android 7.0, Taiwan, China) and asked to fill in the questionnaire individually
using the software Compusense Cloud (version 20.0.7557.33837, Compusense Inc., Guelph, ON,
Canada).
During each testing session, one researcher led the test with the help of 2/3 assistants. The teacher
was also present during the session to ensure the children were less distracted and felt at ease.
Before each session, the researcher explained the questionnaire and made sure all children were
confident about how to use the tablets. Children were invited to ask for assistance in case they had
difficulties or questions.
2.3. Selection of Emoji
A preliminary study [13] was conducted to select emoji that were appropriate for 9–13-year-old
children to describe their emotional experiences of foods. Table 1 displays the list of the selected 46
food-related emoji that were used in both studies (projective mapping and CATA).
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Table 1. Emoji list of 46 emoji appropriate to describe food experiences in pre-adolescents resulting
from Sick et al. [13] with emoji names from Emojipedia [42].
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 winki  f   tongue  persevering face 
 z ny face  ti d face 
 squinting face with ongue  face with ste m fr m nose 
 money-mouth face  pouting face 
 huggi  f ce  angry face 
 neutral f   face with symbols on mouth 
 r lieved face  angry face with horns 
2.4. Procedures 
The experimental setups of the projective mapping and CATA task are shown in Figure 2a,b.  
 
Figure 2. Examples (screenshots from the software Compusense Cloud) from Study 1—Projective 
Mapping of 46 emoji (a) and Study 2—CATA Questionnaire: 46 emoji described by emotion words 
(b). 
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2.4.1. Study 1—Projective Mapping
Children were asked to map the 46 emoji according to similarities and differences in their emotion
meaning on a rectangular mapping area (dimensions: 140 × 90 mm) of the tablets. The instructions
were: “These emoji were selected by other children as appropriate to describe food experiences. We are
interested in knowing your opinion of how similar or different these emoji are in terms of meaning.
Think about using these emoji to describe food experiences. Do not just think about the food you eat,
because you also feel emotions for the foods you don′t eat (e.g., new foods that you have never tasted,
hated foods etc.). You will see a white space on the screen on which to place the emoji. Arrange the
emoji on the white space-the closer they are, the more similar their meaning is. It is also allowed
to overlay emoji if they have a very similar meaning. The further away you place emoji, the more
different their meaning is. Try to use all the space you have available. Pay attention to the meaning
and not to how they look graphically. The exact position of each emoji is indicated by the blue pin.
If you have any questions during the test, raise your hand and we will come to you.” Emoji were
presented in a random order for each child. Children were able to freely choose in which order they
wanted to map emoji and to rearrange emoji on the mapping area as much and as many times they
wanted. An example was provided before the test with selected cartoons (PrEmo® from Laurans
and Desmet (2017) [43] expressing various emotions. The cartoons were printed in paper and the
classroom’s blackboard was used by the lead researcher to explain to the children the basic concepts of
a mapping task based on the same criteria of the study (similarities in meaning). The cartoons were
used as an example instead of emoji to not introduce any bias in the study.
2.4.2. Study 2—Check-All-That-Apply (CATA)
Children were asked to select all emotion words they found appropriate to express the meaning
of each of the emoji. The 46 emoji were presented one at a time in two blocks of emoji (2 × 23 emoji).
The presentation order of the two blocks was balanced across children. In between the two blocks
children were given a refreshing break and they were asked to solve a riddle to decrease boredom
effects. Emotion words were presented in a balanced order for each emoji. In case children could
not find a fitting emotion word to describe the presented emoji or they felt that some words were
missing, they had the possibility to specify their own emotion word in an open-ended response format.
The instructions also emphasized that there were no right or wrong answers and that responses should
be quick and spontaneous. Before the test started, the instructor went through the meaning of each
emotion word for everyone in the classroom and poster with a child-friendly description of each
emotion word was provided in the classroom. In case children expressed problems understanding
a specific emotion word they could check the meaning on the poster and/or ask for questions to the
researchers. These instructions appeared on the screen: “We are interested in the meaning of several
emojis used to describe food experiences. You will be asked to evaluate 46 emojis in total but split into
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two sessions, so you will have a short break in between the two sessions. First, you will see on your
screen an emoji and a list of 30 words. You will be asked to select all the words that seem suitable for
you to describe the meaning of that emoji. You have to choose at least one word for each emoji, which
best represents its meaning. You can also choose several words if you think they suit. If there is a word
that is not included in the list but came to your mind, you can specify your own word on the next page.
There are no right or wrong answers. If you have any questions during the test, raise your hand and
we will come to you.”
Selection of Emotion Words
Emotion words were selected by reviewing literature on emotions elicited by foods [44,45]
and general literature on emotions [46]. The selection intended to cover a wide range of emotion
words differing in the valence- and arousal dimension (Table 2). Translation between languages was
checked [47]. The final list resulted in 30 emotion words used in study 2.
Table 2. Selection of emotion words following the 12-point circumplex structure of core affect.
Dimensions
Emotion Words
References Study 2 (English) Study 2 (Italian)
I Pleasant Activation energetic 1,2,3, excited 1,2, sensual 3 energetic pieno di energia
II Activated Pleasure enthusiastic
1,2, elated1, inspired 2, amused
3, cheerful 3
enthusiastic, amused, cheerful entusiasta, allegro/a, divertito/a
III Pleasure
pleased 1, satisfied 1,2,3, happy 2,3, happy
memory 3, merry,
cuddled 3, gratified 3
happy, satisfied, cuddled, gratified felice, soddisfatto/a, coccolato/a,gratificato/a
IV Deactivated Pleasure
serene 1, peaceful 1, secure 2,3, at ease 2,
generous 3, tender 3, anti-stress 3 (calming,
shooting, reassuring)
confident, at ease, reassured sicuro/a, a mio agio, rassicurato/a
V Pleasant Deactivation placid
1, tranquil 1, relaxed 2,3/carefree 3,
calm 2
relaxed, calm, serene, carefree rilassato/a, calmo/a, sereno/a,spensierato/a
VI Deactivation quiet 1,2, still 1, passive 2, indifferent 3 indifferent, quiet indifferente, tranquillo/a
VII Unpleasant
Deactivation sluggish
1,tired 1, dulled 2, bored 2,3 bored annoiato/a
VIII Deactivated
Displeasure sad
1,3, gloomy 1, blue 2, uninspired 2 sad, melancholic triste, malinconico/a
IX Displeasure unhappy
1,2, dissatisfied 1,2, neglected 3,
disappointed 3
unhappy, dissatisfied, disappointed infelice, insoddifatto/a, deluso/a
X Activated Displeasure distressed
1, upset 1, tense 2, bothered 2,
guilty 3
guilty in colpa




1, activated 1, active 2, alert 2,
surprised 3, curious 3
surprised, curious sorpreso/a, incuriosito/a
1 [46]; 2 [48]; 3 [44].
2.4.3. Emotion Usage Questionnaire (EUQ) and Test Evaluation
In both studies, children were asked about demographics (gender and age) and to fill in a
questionnaire including emoji usage questions (EUQ) and questions about the test they completed [13].
Several domains of emoji usage were considered: Familiarity; Frequency of usage; Social use;
Motivation; Valence; Enjoyment in using emoji. Two additional questions were asked to know how
easy or difficult the test was (very difficult/a bit difficult/neither difficult nor easy/ easy/very easy) and
how much they enjoyed it (by no means/a bit/so and so/fairly/a lot).
2.5. Data Analysis
Projective mapping was analyzed using a multi-configuration data analysis (STATIS) [49–52].
Age- and gender differences were analyzed by considering each subgroup (2 age groups: 9–11 years
and 12–13 years; 2 gender groups: girls and boys) as a separate table.
To establish the meaning of emoji of the CATA questionnaire, Cochran’s Q test with Sheskin as
post-hoc test was conducted. Frequency tables (emoji × CATA word combinations) were created and
correspondence analysis (CA) was applied on the total sample and on boys and girls separated to
evaluate gender differences (within-gender approach). RV coefficients were calculated to compare the
plots by gender, age and methods. The interpretation of RV coefficients was accompanied by the visual
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inspection of the scatter plots of scores of the CAs conducted on each block of data, as recommended
by Tomic et al. [53].
Hierarchical Multiple Factor Analysis (HMFA) was conducted to compare the results of projective
mapping and of the CATA questionnaire (linking emoji to words).
Data from the EUQ were analyzed by computing frequencies (%) of responses. Gender and age
effects on Familiarity, Frequency of usage, Valence and Enjoyment were tested by using Kruskal–Wallis
One–Way Analysis of Variance by ranks. Chi-squared test was applied to test differences in the
distributions of the responses between gender and age groups for each item of the other domains.
The level of significance for all the analysis was set at p ≤ 0.05. Statistical analyses were
performed using XLSTAT (version 2018.7, Addinsoft, New York, NY, USA), except for HMFA that was
conducted using RStudio (version 1.1.456, 2016, RStudio, Inc., Boston, MA, USA) and the package
FactoMineR [54,55].
3. Results
3.1. Emoji Usage Questionnaire (EUQ)
Participants in both studies were found to be very familiar with emoji (71–77%, respectively,
using them regularly) and used them either every day (56-66%) or a few times a week (29–27%),
(Supplementary Materials Tables S1 and S2). Emoji were mostly used to communicate with friends
(84–97%), parents (54–59%) and relatives (54–50%). The most important motivation to use emoji was
because “they express something that normally cannot be described in words” (56–57%), “they make
text messages more understandable” (51–62%) and “they are fun” (49–53%). The majority declared to
use mostly positive emoji (78–55%) or both positive and negative (13–29%) in its communication and
enjoys using emoji a lot (63–62%) or fairly enjoyed using them (32%).
Differences by gender were found in both studies. In study 1 a higher number of boys found
that emoji “make text messages more understandable,” “save time when sending messages” and that
“are quick to use” (domain Motivation). In study 2 gender differences were larger compared to study
1—especially in the domains Familiarity, Frequency of usage and Social use. Boys were more familiar
(p = 0.003) with emoji in general and they had a higher Frequency of usage (p = 0.009). Furthermore,
boys used emoji to communicate with parents (p = 0.005), siblings (p = 0.025) and relatives (p = 0.035)
more than girls.
Significant age differences were detected in all domains (study 1), except in Valence. A higher
number of older pre-adolescents used emoji more regularly (p = 0.001, Familiarity) and used them
every day compared to younger pre-adolescents (p < 0.0001, Frequency of use). A higher frequency of
older pre-adolescents sent emoji to friends (p < 0.0001) and parents (p = 0.033, Social use) and they also
indicated that they use emoji because they “make the text messages more understandable” (p = 0.000)
and “express something that normally can’t be described in words” (p = 0.006) more than younger
pre-adolescents. In contrast, 68% of younger pre-adolescents compared to 33% of older pre-adolescents
declared to use emoji because they are fun (p < 0.0001) (Motivation). This aligns with the domain
Enjoyment, where 80% of younger pre-adolescents enjoyed using emoji compared to 50% of older
pre-adolescents (p = 0.000).
3.2. Study 1—Projective Mapping
Figure 3a shows results of the projective mapping task in which children mapped 46 food-related
emoji according to their similarities and differences in their emotional meaning in the food context.
The first two dimensions accounted for 38.95% of the variance. Visual inspection of the maps indicates
that emoji were mainly separated on the first dimension which explained the 32.03% of the variance.
Emoji were discriminated along the first dimension which can be interpreted as valence, with emoji
commonly assumed having a positive meaning on the right of Figure 3a and emoji commonly expressing
a negative meaning on the left side of Figure 3a. Emoji
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“indifference” and “surprise” which are respectively low and high in arousal [19,20] but both neutral
in the valence and power dimension [25], had an intermediate position in Figure 3a even if they were
perceived as more similar to the negative emoji group (left side of Figure 3a).Foods 2020, 9, x 9 of 21 
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), that were described in previous studies on adults [18–20] as indicating high to low arousal
states and expressing different negative emotions which included “fear” and “sadness.” These emotions,
while differing in arousal are both characterized by a low power [25].
Emoji on the right side of Figure 3a appear very close to each other, indicating a larger overlapping
in terms of meaning compared to the group on the left side of Figure 3a. Within this group of emoji
usually recognized as conveying a positive meaning it was possible to distinguish some emoji on the
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bottom right side of Figure 3a (e.g.,
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were all high in arousal, while they differed in power, being the former higher and the latter lower in
power [25].
The third dimension explained an additional 5.85% of the variance (Figure 3b). This dimension
differentiated mostly among the emoji conveying a positive meaning the ones commonly found
expressing “happiness” (
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) based on
previous study with adults [18,19], which are respectively characterized by lo er and higher arousal.
On the bottom left side of Figure 3b, in addition emoji indicating “anger” and “fear,” both higher in
arousal but different in power, are now close to each other. These results taken together suggest that
the second dimensio can be interpreted as power, while the third dimension could be interpreted
as arousal.
3.3. Gender- and Age Differences
Configuration of emoji in segments divided by age- and gender (Figure 4a,b and Figure 5a,b)
were similar to Figure 3a (all children). Explained variance of the first two dimensions ranged
between 37.84% and 41.36% considering children separated by gender (boys and girls) and age group
(9–11 y.o. and 12–13 y.o.), with the first dimension explaining 31.42–32.55% of the variance. The maps
were compared by gender and age calculating the RV coefficient and through visual inspection. RV
coefficients were very high in both cases (0.94 for gender and 0.92 for age). Visual inspection of the map
indicated that gender- and age differences were mainly observed on the second dimension, that we
interpreted as power. Girls and older pre-adolescents (12–13 y.o.) were able to discriminate between
positive emoji much better showing some emoji indicating “love” [18] that were low in power (e.g.,
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3.4. Study 2—CATA with Emoji 
Each emoji was described by 11.73 words on average, with  and  that were described 
by the lowest number of words (5.47 and 5.51, respectively) and the emoji  and  that were 
described by the highest number of words (17.20 and 17.83, respectively). Furthermore, on average 
the number of emotion words selected was higher for positive emoji than for negative emoji (14.29 
and 8.67, respectively). 
Figure 5. (a), Representation of emoji in the fir and second dimensi n of the projective mapping task
(study 1) of 46 food-related emoji evaluated by 9–11-year-old pre-adolescents (n = 75). (b), Representation
of emoji in the first and second dim nsion of the p ojective mapping task (study 1) of 46 food-related
emoji evaluated by 12–13-year-old pre-adolescents (n = 87).
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3.4. Study 2—CATA with Emoji
Each emoji was described by 11.73 words on average, with
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The fearful face                      was described as “worried” (56%) and = 
The neutral face                  was mainly associated with “indifferent” (58% of 
respondents) and the face with open mouth                     with “surprised” (73% of 
that were
described by the highest number of words (17.20 and 17.83, respectively). Furthermore, on average the
number of emotion words selected was higher for positive emoji than for negative emoji (14.29 and
8.67, respectively).
All emotion words discriminated significantly among emoji (p < 0.0001, Supplementary Materials
Table S3). The results confirmed that the separation on the first dimension in the figure of projective
mapping (Figure 3a,b) can be interpreted as valence. The interpretation of the meaning of the negative
emoji was more straightforward, than the one of positive emotions.
The “angry” emoji group was shown to have by far the most shared emotional meaning (
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), where 74–95% of pre-adolescents agreed on the emotion word “angry,”
and for the last three also on the emotion word “annoyed.” The nauseated face
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was also described by its physical appearances such as “vomiting” and by a “sick” feeling
(12% respondents of open-ended response, respectively).
A group of negative emoji (
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) was shown to have multiple meaning.
All express “unhappy” (49–66%) and “disappointed” (39–47%) while the first two indicated also with
large agreement “sad” (75% and 86%, respectively). The last two expressed also “guilty” (40% an 47%
respectively). The face screaming fear
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was mainly described by “surprised” (58%) and “worried”
(48%) but an additional 22% of pre-adolescent described the emoji as “scare / rightened” in the open
comme ts (“fear” was not included in the emotion list). The fearful face
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re not clearly associated with any emotion word (each emotion
word as checked by ess than 40% of the participants). All other emoji were associated with “happy”
(33-78%) and many of them also with “cheerful” with large agreement. The emoji
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expressed a
combination of “happy” (70 and 6 %), “che ful” (70 and 49%), “enthusiastic” (49 and 48%), “energetic”
(52 and 54%), “amused” (49–42%). The emoji
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were used also to express “i love” based on the further comments provided by the participants (63%,
35% and 17%, respectively).
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The configuration of emoji based on CATA with words (Figure 6) was very similar to the one of
study 1 using projective mapping (Figure 3a), but the explained variance of the two first dimensions
was higher. The first two dimensions accounted for 65.74% of variance. Emoji were mainly divided
along the first dimension (F1: 50.34%) between positive and negative (valence), but negative emoji
were also discriminated along the second dimension (F2: 15.39%). Similar to the projective mapping
task the second dimension seemed to be described more by power than arousal and discriminated
mainly among the negative emoji (on the left side of Figure 6). Positive emoji appeared as overlapped
on the map. No major differences by gender were found neither by inspecting the maps nor through
RV coefficient (=0.93).
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3.5. Comparing Study 1 and Study 2: Hierarchical Multiple Factor Analysis
The superimposed representation of the partial clouds shows that the two tasks gave quite similar
results (Figure 7), as demonstrated also by the RV c efficient = 0.95. Small differences were observed
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Analysis (HMFA) comparing projective mapping (PM) (study 1) and CATA (study 2).
4. Discussion
The current study aimed at investigating the emotional meaning of emoji used to describe food
experiences in 9–13-year-old pre-adolescents. Familiarity and frequency of use of emoji was very high
(over 70% use them regularly), particularly for boys an older pre-adolescents (12–13 y.o.), confirming
that emoji are a common communication tool for this age range.
Taken together, the results showed that th sel cted e ji w re mainly discriminated according
to valence (positive vs. egative). However, they were also differentiated according to the power
dimension (control vs. lack of control of the situation) and, to a lower extent, according the arousal
dimension (high vs. low activation). In g neral, negative em ji w re better discriminated in their
emotional meaning than positive emoji. This could be explained by the fact that the span of perceptual
differences of the emoji expressing positive meaning was smaller than the one of the emoji with a
negative meanin . We may also ypothesize that children found it ea ier to discrimi ate between
negative emotions than between positive e otions, due to their emotional development. In fact,
children acquire emotion categories gradually, but it has not been demonstrated if negative or positive
emotions are acquired first [26]. H wever, most o what we know about the development of emotion
categories comes fro studies of infant attention to highly stereotypical, posed facial configurations,
ignoring the real-world variability [56]. Furthermore, most of the studies on emotional development
in children are imited to basic emotions, thus includ ng only one positive e otion (happiness). On the
other hand, these differences in discrimination ability between positive and negative emoji were not
found in adults [18,19], thus indicating a specificity of this age range. Further studies are needed to
better explain this finding.
Both methods provided consistent results and contributed to the understanding of the meaning of
emoji in pre-adolescents. Projective mapping provided information on the semantic inter-relationships
between emoji according to the dimensions structuring emotion meaning, while CATA allowed to
investigate the association between emoji and words. Furthermore, from a methodological point of
view, projective mapping was found to be very effective in determining similarities and differences of
meanings of emoji in pre-adolescents and could be recommended as a method to explore the meaning
of emoji.
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4.1. Meaning of Emoji: Similarities and Differences
Emoji were primarily separated according to valence on the first component, which is in agreement
with other research that identified the valence dimension in emoji [19,21,25,57]. Valence is the building
block of emotional life [24] and this may explain this result. Emoji conveying a positive meaning
were clearly separated from emoji conveying a negative meaning indicating that emoji have a distinct
meaning in terms of valence, and this was true regardless of gender and age. With the aim of linking
results from projective mapping and CATA, in this section we will refer to the emotions associated
with the emoji based on results of study 2.
The categorization in positive and negative emoji was consistent with previous studies [10].
Additionally, neutral or moderately valanced emoji were found [19,21] including the two emoji
indicating “indifferent” and “surprised”. For their positioning on the map, these emoji resulted as the
most neutral compared to the others, which conforms with previous studies [19,21], even if they were
interpreted as slightly more negative (more similar to the negative emoji than to the positive emoji).
Surprise can be both positive and negative [25,58], while indifference in the case of food experience
is generally associated with a not optimal product performance [59]. Emoji faces with neutral facial
expressions are often used in questionnaires/scales with the intent to have neither a positive nor
negative meaning [11,60], but attention has to be paid when used with pre-adolescents as they might
interpret these emoji as more negative than expected.
Differently from previous studies on adults [18], the second dimension cannot be interpreted as
arousal. This dimension can instead be interpreted as power for negative emoji and to some minor
extent for positive emoji. In fact, the second dimension separated emoji expressing “angry” and
“annoyed” from emoji expressing “sad” and “worried”/“surprised”/“fear”. Power, and not arousal,
discriminate anger from fear: both are high in arousal, but the former is high in power as well, while the
latter is low in power. Sadness is the opposite to fear in terms of arousal but they both are low in
power and this may explain their close positioning on the map. The emoji expressing “disgusted,”
characterized by an intermediate level of power, were situated between the two groups described
above. Positive emoji were not discriminated very well along the second dimension. However,
some emoji on the bottom right side (Figure 3a) expressing “cheerful”/“amused”/“happy”/“energetic”
tended to be higher in power, whereas other emoji on the top right side (Figure 3a) expressing “love”
tended to be lower in power. The third dimension differentiated better the emoji conveying a positive
meaning and might indicate arousal, discriminating the ones expressing “happy”/“serene”, low in
arousal, from the ones expressing “happy”/“love,” higher in arousal. This could be observed to a
lower extent also on the left side of Figure 3b, where we can see that emoji expressing “angry” and
“worried”/“surprised”/“fear” are now close to each other (both are high in arousal) and separated from
emoji indicating “sad” (low arousal).
This difference in the relevance of the dimension of power in relation to the dimension of arousal
may be explained by a different focus on aspects of the meaning of emoji in pre-adolescents compared
to adults. In this age range the attention could be more on the control of the situation than on the
physiological activation. This finding is also consistent with the theory of emotions as constructions
made by a person to give meaning to the sensations he or she experiences [24].
4.2. Associations with Words
The CATA study provided similar results to study 1, but this study allowed to link words to
the emoji to better investigate their meaning. Compared to adults, the frequency of selection of the
emotion words was considerably higher [18]. This may be due to age-related characteristics and may
also be related to the context in which the task was performed—at school, in which usually children
are required to pay attention and be concentrated.
Negative emoji resulted in clearer and distinct emotional meanings compared to positive emoji,
but also positive emoji were differentiated showing different nuances in meaning. The word “happy”
was selected for all emoji conveying a positive meaning. Pre-adolescents may use “happy” to describe
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general feelings of pleasantness, which is suitable to characterize most positive emoji. This word might
be in fact the most familiar for children to indicate a positive emotion and was shown previously to
be very accurately identified in emoji by 4–8-year-old children without experience in social media or
smartphone use [61].
In many cases more than one emoji could be used to express similar meanings with relatively
high agreement between participants. It was also shown that some emoji express a meaning that is not
limited to an emotion word. This is for example the case of some emoji that expressed both “angry”
and “annoyed”. This is in line with Jaeger et al. [18] that showed the existence of multiple meanings
for several emoji and associations between emoji and emotion words differing in strength. As noted,
many positive emoji differ slightly graphically and expressed probably different intensities of emotions
compared to negative emoji that in many cases indicated different discrete emotions. This is the case
for example of the emoji
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(frequency > than 40%), with small differences, even if not statistically significant: the percentage of
association of “cheerful” with the last two emoji was 71 and 64%, respectively.
In many cases we observed similar meanings compared to previous studies [18,20], indicating an
overall agreement in the use between adults and pre-adolescents. However, in some cases we found
additional meanings: for example, the emoji
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Our results indicated also that a limited number of emoji should be excluded from studies with
pre-adolescents as their meaning is unclear and not shared among this age group. Some emoji could
be less familiar in general, but it should also be considered that pre-adolescents may differ in their
experience in how they use emoji [13] and this may impact how their meaning is interpreted; e.g., there
may be differences in social interaction or social media platforms leading to various “learned” meanings
of the same emoji. This might explain in part the heterogeneous responses for the same emoji.
The results indicate that, especially in the case of positive valence, emoji that are used in
questionnaires to measure emotional responses to food products should be selected with caution in
order to avoid possible risks of misinterpretation or interpretation discrepancies.
4.3. Gender and Age Differences
Results showed that differences in gender and age were limited. All pre-adolescents independently
from gender and age agreed on the discrimination on the first component, distinguishing emoji
expressing a positive from emoji expressing a negative emotion. In the projective mapping task girls
and older pre-adolescents (12–13 y.o.) discriminated according to the power dimension better among
positive emoji compared to boys and younger pre-adolescents (9–11 y.o).
This could be related to gender differences in children’s emotional expression [31]. Girls may be
higher in emotional granularity of positive emotions and therefore being able to make finer distinctions
between positive emoji. Girls express more positive emotions than boys which further develop with
increasing age [31]. Previous research showed that pre-adolescent girls selected several emoji more
frequently when asked about how they feel about foods consumed in different eating contexts [13].
Girls tended to use more positive emoji (83%) compared to boys (72%), but no significant differences
were found.
The slight improvement in discrimination ability reported with age could be due to an improved
cognitive development [62] and ability to distinguish between emotion categories. This suggests
that older pre-adolescents are higher in emotional granularity for positive emoji, while they are
both granular for negative emoji. Moreover, older pre-adolescents were shown to be higher in user
experience, familiarity and social use of emoji. By using emoji more frequently, children may learn
what they mean in different contexts thereby improving their ability to make finer distinctions between
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emoji meanings (increased emotional granularity). Most older children (12–13 y.o.) declared that emoji
make their text messages more understandable and that they express something that normally cannot
be described in words; a similar trend was reported by Sick et al. [13].
Altogether, these findings suggest that the meaning of food-related emoji is clearer to older
(12–13 y.o.) than younger pre-adolescents (9–11 y.o.) as they were found to be more able to discriminate
not only among emoji expressing a negative meaning but also among emoji expressing a positive
meaning. Hence, self-report questionnaires using emoji to measure responses to foods should be
used with caution in younger pre-adolescents (9–11 y.o.) as the meaning of emoji (especially positive
emoji) is less clear to them with specific attention to avoid ambiguity and overlapping between emoji.
However, as we did not include younger pre-adolescents in study 2, further research is recommended
to test the ability of 9–11-year-old children to link emoji with emotion words.
5. Conclusions
The study contributed with new insights to uncover the meaning of food-related emoji evaluated
by 9–13-year-old pre-adolescents. Our findings indicated that pre-adolescents discriminated emoji to
express food experiences according to valence (between positive vs. negative) and, to a lower extent,
to power (control vs. lack of control) and arousal dimension (activation vs. absence of activation).
In general, negative emoji were better discriminated in their emotional meaning than positive emoji.
Specific emotion words were associated to negative emoji, whereas for positive emoji this association
was less clear. Some positive emoji express a mix of emotions. In the projective mapping task,
girls and older pre-adolescents (12–13 y.o.) discriminated positive emoji slightly better along the power
dimension compared to boys and younger pre-adolescents (9–11 y.o.), which could be related to an
increased emotional granularity and user experience.
These findings can be used to develop a self-report questionnaire for pre-adolescents to measure
emotions in response to food experiences. Identifying similarities and differences among emoji can
help to detect clusters of emoji expressing similar emotional meanings to avoid redundancy and thus
to reduce the length of emoji lists used in such questionnaires. Having a clearer picture of the meaning
of emoji for this age range may help to limit sources of ambiguities to improve the effectiveness of this
approach. Furthermore, considering a broad range of emoji differing in distinct emotional meanings
and dimensions (including valence, power and arousal) can result in meaningful emotional profiles
necessary to discriminate between food products when used with pre-adolescents.
Taken together, these results suggest that there are emoji whose meaning is less clear than others
and that should not be included in questionnaires. Many emoji have similar or partially overlapping
meanings, while others have a very specific meaning. This information could be used to select emoji
for a self-report questionnaire to be used with pre-adolescents to measure their emotional experiences
of food products.
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